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STACK AND SCREW GAME
With these screw-on animals, the pieces will not collapse! This makes 
it easier for your child to pile up without their work collapsing and 
causing frustration.
WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
At this stage of growth and development, you will see that your little one is already able to 
play in a more autonomous and independent way. 
This is a game where creativity, imagination and fine motor skill come together, so your 
toddler will be able to concentrate for a long time, putting all the different animals together. 
When they manage to assemble one of the animals, ask them what animal they see. This is 
the best way to help them verbalize what is in their mind.

ROTATING PUZZLE
The animals in the puzzle want to be complete again! Little ones have 
to search and find the body parts of each animal and assemble them 
in this rotating puzzle.
WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
This game is ideal for testing the logic of your little one. Let them turn the puzzle a thousand 
times until it they align all the animals. This will stimulate their imagination and logical 
thinking.

CUTTING BOARD
Your little one is about to turn two years old and that means they are 
ready to introduce symbolic play into learning. Symbolic play consists 
of simulating situations, objects and characters that are not present 
at the time of the game, but can be recreated in your child's mind.
WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
Participate in building imaginary stories with your child. Pretend that you are working in a 
market, or that you are at home making food for your guests. Let him also play by himself, cut 
the foods and hand them out to the people around him (or in his imagination). This toy is 
designed to be used in any symbolic game. And it is also ideal keep on reinforcing the learning 
of colours and foods, and for practicing fine motor skills by cutting the different foods in half.

GEOMETRIC PUZZLE
Try to fit all the shapes in their places! Brightly coloured geometric 
shapes need to be fitted with great skill and concentration into their 
corresponding wooden bars. With this association game your baby 
will work on motor skills and shape recognition. Long-lasting, fantastic 
fun.
WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
Geometric shapes will accompany your little one in each stage of their development, since it 
is the basis for future mathematical learning. In this game, precision is practiced in 
combination with manual skills and reinforcement of all the vocabulary related to shapes, 
colours and numbers. Let your little one try to find out where each piece should be placed. 
But if you see they are having difficulties, try to help them by showing them the number of 
holes in the piece and its corresponding number of pegs. This is how they will learn to make 
the association.
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ANIMALS PUZZLE
These zoo characters are waiting for your little one to gather them for 
a party! The box contains 6 puzzles of 6 pretty animals, from 3 to 5 
pieces, which allow your baby to develop fine motor skills and 
progressive learning.
WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

HOW TO PLAY?
Your little one has already learned basic placement skills and can jump into puzzles that 
require more concentration and precision. Start with the crocodile and the penguin, don't 
take the rest of the box out yet. When you have already mastered these two simpler animals, 
you can incorporate the llama and the bear which have one more piece. And finally the lion 
and the elephant. Once you've assembled all of the animals individually and separately, the 
big challenge comes ... put the pieces of all (or at least more than two) animals in front of 
your baby and let them try to put them all together correctly

What do we want to stimulate in this period?
It's time to play! But before we get started, here is a description of the meaning 
of the symbols we use to make it easier for you to understand and follow the 
play guides.

COORDINATION
Respond to what the baby wants to 
obtain based on what he looks at and 
control these movements with the 
help of his sight.

FINE MOTRICITY 
Coordination of muscles, bones and 
nerves to produce small and precise 
movements.

MANUAL SKILL
Develops fine motor skills, which 
involve the use of the small muscles 
of the hands.

DESARROLLO COGNITIVO
Adquiere nuevos conocimientos 
sobre lo que le rodea y desarrolla su 
inteligencia

MEMORY
Exercises the part of the brain where 
the ability to memorize is developed.

IMAGINATION
Exercises the ability to form a mental 
image of something that is not 
perceived by the senses

LANGUAGE
Stimulation of the baby's language, 
communication and expression 
abilities

In the next Play Box
Please have in mind... 
Each baby develops in a different way and at a different pace, so never compare your 
baby with another baby. Our Play Boxes contain many toys. We advise you to introduce 
them one by one, if possible on different days (and leaving a few days between them). In 
this way, you will be able to focus on just one of them and making the most of the learning. 
If it seems that your baby doesn't like one of the toys, don't worry! Timing is essential and 
maybe that day is not the right one.. Set it aside and try again in a few days. 

For your safety… 
All our toys are duly endorsed by the 
regulations of the European community 
with the strictest safety approvals. 
However, the baby should always be 
supervised when playing.

Care of toys ...
 -Wooden: Wash the surface with a cloth 
dampened in soapy water and drained. 
Dry with another clean, dry cloth.
 - Made of fabric: Machine wash on 
delicate program with cold water


